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Foreword

Keshab has been a good friend since our University days and
I know him as an earnest speaker and prolific writer, who
possesses the innate ability to catch within his purview the spirit
of the audience and readers in fullness and depth by reaching
out to them in his unique way. He writes straight from his heart
with amazing passion and conviction. He has gone through a lot
of upheavals in life, but with every adversity, he has emerged
much stronger than before and moved on with renewed vigor
and inspiration. He always loves telling “crisis does not come
with a definition of its own, but you give a definition to it by
responding the way you do”.

I am sure the readers will find this book very motivating and
inspiring.

Subroto Bagchi

Chairman
Odisha Skill Development Authority



Foreword

I have known Dr. Keshab for the last 20 years. He had come
as a participant for one of my leadership development
programmes and had made significant contributions to learning
processes in the class by his active participation. Subsequently,
seeing his passion, I had encouraged him to management
research that he pursued with distinction. I had pleasure of
having him as a resource person to participate in my educational
programmes in IIM, Bangalore. Each of those lectures was highly
appreciated by the participants and the only complaint I used to
hear from the participants was that I should have invited
Dr. Keshab for a longer period. Dr. Keshab is a very passionate
storyteller having an inimitable skill of weaving the stories with
motivational strategies and management practices that make his
lectures so educative, popular and absorbing. I use the
opportunity to compliment Dr. Keshab for writing this book,
“Be a Habitual Winner”, and wish the book a great success.

Narendra M. Agrawal
Professor (Retired),

Indian Institute of Management,
Bangalore



Introduction

I very clearly remember my first interaction with Dr. Nandy.
It was in the coffee shop of a star hotel and my organization was
in need of a HR and Legal professional. This was perhaps a
decade ago when our company was just coming out of its
shackles and starting to grow. The memory of personally
scanning out and selecting Dr. Nandy’s biodata from one of the
job portals is distinct in my mind.

Together, we have faced and continue to face numerous
challenges on the corporate front. Many of the challenges have
been gargantuan. Through all of this, I have never seen
Dr. Nandy get deterred or overwhelmed by any adversity. This
comes from his mental strength, firm management expertise and
strong conviction and belief that problems will always have
solutions. Perhaps, we don’t have the solution now but we keep
working towards finding one; without losing hope; and sure
enough, we will find the way. That has been the ethos that has
guided Dr. Nandy’s illustrious professional career that I have
seen.



Certainly, the most daunting challenge he faced is when his
wife was diagnosed with cancer. The tremendous mental agony
and pain at having to witness your most loved ones go through a
traumatic experience. He withstood it with great
courage....never losing hope….until the very end. He often used
to say, “I and my children have just two choices, either we get
crushed under the deadly weight of this stupendous adversity
like many others or stand up and defy destiny by exploring our
hidden potential.” He was right. Not only his wonderful children
for whom I have a lot of love and affection have done extremely
well in life, but also he himself significantly grew professionally
turning out to be one of the strong pillars who has ceaselessly
striven for the betterment of employees and growth of our
company. Perhaps, this experience of witnessing the life of
a dear loved one slip away before him was transformational,
making him emerge much stronger with avowed self-confidence.

There is lot of wisdom contained in this book. Wisdom
gained from experience and from life’s lessons. I am sure all of
you will find this book very enlightening and greatly inspiring.

Amit Dahanukar

Chairman and Managing Director,
Tilaknagar Industries Ltd.,

Mumbai



Preface
Being born in a humble background in an Indian village, the

easier option for me like many others was to readily give up and
flow with the tides of life. But my mother with a very elementary
education who was the most powerful force in my life, in her own
understanding and wisdom used to tell me in my childhood days
about the lesser forms of life like fish, chicken and more strikingly
the reluctant goats being hollered by the village butcher and she
would be philosophically telling me that nobody has control over his
next life and that we may well be born as any of these forms in our
next birth and face the cycle. Life, as a human being, is the biggest
blessing of God and since it may or may not come to us again, we
must be in a hurry to explore our full potential in this life by
perennially dreaming big and chasing the big dreams with all
passion. She very often cited many examples from Mahabharata
and Ramayana while she was singing out pages loudly to admiring
womenfolk in the village. She would explain how hitting the rotating
eye of the fish by arrow on the dot was the big dream for Arjuna to
win competition for Draupadi; and he achieved this by sheer
passion. I might not have hit the fish-eye always, but I have not
missed many either. Despite being strangled with several daunting
constraints and formidable adversities in life, I have always emerged
much stronger – and sharing this through my motivational lectures
in India and abroad with amazing feedback, so much so that in one
such sessions, one of the listeners, Avantika from Delhi who surely
was highly motivated, spoke to me afterwards and suggested that
since my lectures are heard only by a cross-section, why should
I not write a book which will benefit many. Very humbly, this
prompted and encouraged me to write this book. Friends, celebrate
this life as human being with aplomb and glory – dreaming big and
chasing the big dreams with all passion and I bet, you surely will
turn out to be HABITUAL WINNERS..……

Author
Constructive suggestions/feedback are welcome

at drknandy@yahoo.com or drknandy3@gmail.com



This book is an humble attempt to provide motivation to
our readers with a view to empowering them in life and
profession to strive and achieve, much more than they believe
they are capable of. Names, characters, businesses, events
and incidents are either the product of author’s imagination
or used in a fictitious manner. Any resemblance to actual
persons, living or dead, or actual events is purely coincidental.

Author

Disclaimer
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Introduction

1

With open economy, we are living in a global village
and in a continual state of incisive competition with the
objective to be perennial “Winners”. The increasing spate
of competition has resulted in two very important
developments. First, there is a continuous search for
“cutting edge” over the competitor in terms of product
and process development and to win the customers with
promise of higher value at competitive cost. But any
cutting edge value proposition always centers around the
ability of human component in the organization to ideate,
innovate and think out-of-box. We all know how a humble
mobile phone was ideated initially as a mere
communication device which can be carried from place to
place. This no doubt brought a great revolution in
communication and became a strong tool for business as
well. But the search for incremental value led “man” to
think differently to incorporate camera, FM, internet,
bluetooth, etc. features, progressively and the story goes
on. Similarly, when all important requirements of man
have been satisfactorily catered to, only a ‘winner’ thinks
of creating new needs in the minds of people before
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pushing new products into the market which is manifest in
various start-ups coming up in the market with refreshing
regularity. That explains the entire range of simple value-
added products streaming in to the market like various
types of tooth pastes, shaving cream, after-shave lotions of
different shape, size and smell, etc. Then comes the
challenging area of creating new customers so as to
expand and create new markets. In personal life as well,
the challenges are no less demanding and there is always a
search for cutting edge. All of us are familiar as to how in
the present times, simply being good at studies may not be
enough for someone to win a damsel’s heart. You need to
have cutting edge qualities like being a painter, singer and
possibly a good dancer in addition to being a good student
if you want to be a winner here. But the question remains,
whether one can be a perennial winner in his professional
as well as personal life? At the outset of my leadership
lecture sessions to budding managers and students when I
ask this question across, the answer to this moot question
always remains a very emphatic “NO”, but I have happily
observed that the same group of managers, students, even
senior citizens answer with an emphatic “YES” to the
above question, at the end of my sessions. I am deeply
touched by numerous telephone calls and emails from the
audience who have attended my sessions conveying their
gratitude for having greatly transformed their life and for
having been able to explore their hitherto untapped
potential which they agree would have surely gone to the
grave with them otherwise. Since many of my
Leadership/Motivational lectures are uploaded on the
YouTube, people from across have visited and also sent
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very touching mails and sometimes with invitation to come
over and talk, which with my tight corporate
responsibilities, I am not always able to honour. However,
some emails I find difficult to forget like the one from a
South Korean graduate student sharing as to how after her
parents’ sudden death in an accident, she was thoroughly
devastated and had even contemplated committing
suicide, but after watching my motivational lectures on the
YouTube 2-3 times, there was change in her mind-set and
she decided to respond to this crisis in her life very
positively with a determined vengeance, resulting in
reorientation of her life, taking it to a new level and avatar.
She had finally ended her email with a happy and romantic
note by announcing that she was in love and getting
married to a tall, fun-loving and handsome guy, shortly.
She went one step ahead by fervently requesting me to
accept her invitation to come over to attend the marriage
by sweetly volunteering to send return ticket for me and
my wife. So friends, all of us can develop the art of winning
by habit and be winners perennially in our life, only if we
realize and pursue that we are never defeated without our
consent. You can be crushed, destroyed but can never be
defeated without your consent. How does mind give
consent or refuses to do so, is decided as per how you
program your mind. But how do we do that? Is it that
simple? If so, why not all are successful in doing it. The
answer to all these questions are: (a) yes it is very simple,
(b) you can do it and (c) you can be a perennial winner in
your professional and personal life by making the art of
winning a “HABIT”.
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